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Café Kazi – A Contemporary Interpretation Of Nazrulgeeti Launched 
 

- Shaoli P Mukherjee’s Debut Album Was Launched By Kabir Suman – 
 
Kolkata, 29th August, 2015: Café Kazi, a new album of Nazrulgeeti created with a modern soundscape and 
sung by Shaoli P Mukherjee was launched by noted singer, Kabir Suman in the presence of Indrani Sen, 
Lopamudra Mitra, Joy Sarkar, Anindita Kazi, Shakuntala Barua, Jojo, Ritika Sahani & Team Members of 
Cactus to mark the 39th Death Anniversary of Kabi Nazrul Islam. 
 
The music of Café Kazi has been produced by Sidhu in a very contemporary style at the same time keeping 
the authenticity intact. Shaoli with her mellifluous voice promises to enthrall the listeners with seven 
beautifully sung songs which include "Gange Jowar Elo Phire", "Porodeshi Megh”, "Anjali Loho More", "Dur 
Dipobashini" “Nache Irani Meye”, “Srijono Chhonde”, & “Mone Pore Aaj”. 
 
“I wanted to do something different and something unique for my first album which would appeal to music 
lovers across generations. Thus came the idea of coming up with a Nazrulgeeti album with a difference. The 
songs have been designed in contemporary style and we are hopeful that the listeners will enjoy the album. 
This is our tribute to Kazi Nazrul Islam on his death anniversary. I sincerely thank each and every individual 
behind the project for putting in their effort in making this album”, said Shaoli P Mukherjee. 
 
“Café Kazi is a refreshing album which will reach out to the youth in particular but at the same time will 
appeal to the older generation. Shaoli has a wonderful voice and has put in a lot of effort to sing these songs” 
said Sidhu. 
 
The music of Café Kazi has been arranged by Kaushik Chakraborty, Gaurab Chatterjee (Gabu) & Sanjoy 
Das. The music videos of the two songs Gange Jowar Elo Phire and Srijono Chhonde were screened for the 
occasion which was followed by Shaoli’s performance. 
 
Café Kazi, released by Times Music and priced Rs 150/-, will be available across all the leading retail and 
online stores across West Bengal.  
 
About Shaoli P. Mukherjee 
Shaoli is unlike a quintessential singer who takes up singing at an early age. She actually started her Riyaz 
pretty late at the age of 13 years under her grandmother's insistence who had identified her singing 
potential. Shaoli made up for her late start by putting in a strictly disciplined and rigorous training under the 
watchful eyes of her parents. She completed her formal training under Bongiyo Parishad and Chandigarh 
Board. She has been fortunate to train under the tutelage of exponents like Supriyo Ganguly, Ajoy Das, Adhir 
Bagchi and others. She performed many a times in All India Radio & Doordarshan. She gave numerous stage 
performances and then went on to win the prestigious Dover Lane competition and Rajya Sangeet Academy 
competition.  
 
As a natural progression of a young Indian girl, she focussed on bringing up a family and shifted to Mumbai 
soon after. She gave a strong foundation to the early years of her daughters and simultaneously built up a 
retailing career in Mumbai, again to excel as one of the best florist. Apart from giving music lessons to her 
daughters, she joined an amateur music group to have continuity in her singing and further her knowledge. 
She also collaborated with a music band to perform for underprivileged kids in various parts of Mumbai. All 
this while, she ideated and planned on the projects which could be done in the future for the sake of good 
music.  
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